Prognostic Utility of Immunoprofiling in Colon Cancer: Results from a Prospective, Multicenter Nodal Ultrastaging Trial.
Retrospective data indicate that immunoprofiling of T cell markers can be prognostic in colon cancer. Prospective T cell immunoprofiling of colon cancer has not been well defined for patients whose lymph nodes are ultrastaged. A prospective cohort was selected from patients enrolled in an ongoing phase II multicenter trial of nodal ultrastaging for colon cancer. Primary tumor specimens from 89 patients were analyzed by immunohistochemistry for the T cells CD3(+), CD4(+), CD8(+), and FOXP3(+). Lymphocyte populations were quantified with digital image analysis. Results were examined for their association with 5-year disease-free survival along with TNM stage and clinicopathologic variables. Longer disease-free survival was associated with higher CD3(+) counts at the invasive margin (IM) (p = 0.005), higher CD8(+) counts at the tumor center (TC) and IM (p = 0.002), a lower CD4(+)/CD8(+) ratio at the TC+IM (p = 0.027), and a higher CD8(+)/FOXP3(+) ratio at the TC+IM (p = 0.020). After multivariable analysis, CD8(+) at the TC+IM (p = 0.002), the CD8(+)/FOXP3(+) ratio at the TC+IM (p = 0.004), and the number of tumor-positive lymph nodes (p = 0.003) remained significant. This is the first prospective demonstration of the prognostic utility of immunoprofiling in colon cancer after nodal ultrastaging. Staging based on tumor immunoprofile can augment TNM staging and provide targets for specific immunotherapies.